
Goals

Target Group

How to concretely 
achieve these goals?

What is Wicked?

What do we mean
by self-building?

How did Wicked
get started?

Get in touch

1. Increased amount of impact startups and in effect meaningful careers

2. An impact community that unites the university ecosystems, Aalto University and 
Helsinki University as a part of a greater impact community.

3. For daily discourse around entrepreneurship and startups to revolve around using 
entrepreneurship as a tool for tackling societal and environmental challenges.

Direct:  
Potential future Founders (primarily university students and researchers)

Indirect:  
Early-stage founders, universities, Impact ecosystem players, existing programs such 
as incubators / accelerators, investors, potentially others.

A self-building community empowering and enabling this generation of founders and 
pre-founders to go tackle the world’s most wicked challenges. We believe in the power 
of innovation and inclusion for sustainable impact in our environmental, social and 
economic systems. 

Wicked is a joint-collaboration by two of the most prestigious universities and active 
entrepreneurial ecosystems in the Nordics, Aaltoes and Helsinki Think Company. We 
unite people from diverse backgrounds and disciplines of study, research and innova-
tion, and entrepreneurship. 

Our activities are directed towards potential future Founders, primarily University  
students and researchers

The Wicked community is radically inclusive and transparent. All notes, strategies and 
budgets of our activities in Google drive are accessible to our community, regardless 
of your level of involvement.  

We engage our entire community, via Telegram group chat, in planning our weekly 
gathering content and agendas. If you want to bring up a topic, ask a question or pres-
ent an idea, you are more than welcomed to do so!  

Through discussion we decide what are our collaborative tasks, while we actively en-
courage and support individuals and groups to do their own projects. 
 
Why? Because we believe that an inclusive and diverse range of perspectives results in 
the best ideas, innovation and results. 

Aalto University has sustainability, entrepreneurship and radical creativity as their 
main focuses. University of Helsinki has promoted these topics, with emphasis on 
sustinability, for a long time. Even though there is some activity around the topic on 
campuses it is quite scattered around in different places. In general, impact entrepre-
neurship is a topic and some activities exist, we couldn’t find an existing and thriving 
impact ecosystem in the Helsinki area. 

We began validating the hypothesis that there is not a true Impact ecosystem in 
Helsinki and there may be a need. At the same time we launched Wicked’s newsletter 
directed to students interested in impact which was well received. After consulting 
many stakeholders in the startup world and weeks of digging we came to the con-
clusion that there is a demand for further activities and connection points around 
impact.

Wicked is here to unite those impact-driven people and entities.

Verneri Välimaa
+358 41 722 8027
Verneri@wickedhelsinki.fi

Internal activities currently in works / in planning

External activities currently active / in planning

Inspire

TASK FORCE

Support

Startup Säätiö Grant to benchmark recognized impact ecosystems and provide an 
outlook on the current state of the Finnish ecosystem and where we are falling short. 
We define clear problem statements to guide further development of the Finnish im-
pact ecosystem and our role in bettering it.

Active dialogue with ecosystem players about what is needed and how can we best 
support the existing activities and avoid overlap. (Helsinki Think Company, Aaltoes, 
Startup-säätiö, FVCA, existing impact startups and plenty of other ecosystem players)

Newsletter  
A collection of resources related to sus-
tainability and entrepreneurship, cours-
es, events, jobs etc.

Podcast 
Impact founder stories, pitching for in-
vestors live on podcast, expert outlooks.

1min video intros 
a collection of ≈1min videos where Im-
pact Founders introduce themselves, 
their background and startup concept.

Impact ecosystem map 
Mapping currently available relevant 
resources to ensure accessibility 

Tuesday meetings 
A low-barrier meeting place to meet 
peers and learn

Newsletter 
A collection of resources related to 
sustainability and entrepreneurship, 
courses, events, jobs etc. (serves both 
objectives)

On top of the larger open meetings we have formed a Task Force for refining our strat-
egies & operations. Anyone can join the task force and all the discussed materials are 
open for everybody to see. Currently the Task Force is five people: Verneri (chair), Hilla, 
Venla, Rosa & Antti. 

Making Helsingi the #1 place for 
aspiring impact entrepreneurs, globally


